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Abstract: Analysis of the data in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) for compounds containing
an {M(tpy)X3} motif (tpy = 2,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine, M = any metal, X = F, Cl, Br, I) reveals 17 isostructural
mononuclear [M(tpy)X3] compounds crystallizing without lattice solvent; both face-to-face π-stacking
of pyridine rings and C–H3/H3’ . . . X hydrogen bonding appear to be equally important. Regardless
of coordination number (CN = 6, 7 or 8) and nuclearity (mono- or dinuclear), a recurring packing
feature in other compounds containing an {M(tpy)X3} unit is the presence of bifurcated Cl . . . H3/H3’
interactions, complemented in some cases by Cl . . . H5’/H3” interactions, consistent with the acidic
H3, H3’, H5’, and H3” atoms of a coordinated tpy ligand. Octahedral [M(tpy)F3] complexes crystallize
as hydrates with strong F . . . H–OH hydrogen bonding dominating the crystal packing.

Keywords: metal complexes; 2,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine; [M(tpy)X3]; C–H . . . X interactions; crystal packing

1. Introduction

The ligand 2,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine (tpy) typically coordinates to metal ions in a terden-
tate, bis-chelating mode with a concomitant conformational change from s-trans,s-trans to
s-cis,s-cis (Scheme 1). Mononuclear six-coordinate complexes of the type [M(tpy)2]q+ (q ≥ 0)
and [M(tpy)X3]q± (q ≥ 0) are common [1–4], and complexes with higher coordination num-
bers are known with larger metal ions, such as those from the f -block. Solid-state packing
interactions between {M(tpy)2} cations have been the focus of detailed investigations by
McMurtie and Dance [5–7]. Offset-face-to-face (OFF) and edge-to-face (EF) interactions
between pyridine rings are a recurring feature, and the introduction of a 4’-aryl substituent
introduces an additional π-stacking motif leading to the embraces shown in Scheme 2 [5].
The offset arene . . . arene contacts displayed in Scheme 2 are typical packing arrangements,
not only in tpy-containing compounds but also in the solid-state structures of many metal
coordination compounds containing aromatic nitrogen-donor ligands [8]; in 2009, Dance
and Scudder highlighted their role in molecular crystals [9]. These authors recognized
and defined a quadruple aryl embrace (QAE) as the fundamental packing interaction
present in the chiral, hexagonal motif that is a recurring feature in salts of [M(bpy)3]q+ (bpy
= 2,2’-bipyridine) complexes. More recently, using data from the Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD) [10], we demonstrated the significance of short contacts between atoms
H3 and H3′ of the bpy ligands in [M(bpy)3]q+ and the counterion (see Scheme 3 for atom
numbering) which may be augmented by interactions of the anion with bpy atoms H4 and
H5. This combination of CH . . . X contacts results in anions residing either in the center
or lying above and/or below the centroid of the hexagonal {M(bpy)3}6 motif [11,12]. We
extended these investigations to octahedral cis-[M(bpy)2X2] coordination compounds and
showed that a recurrent packing motif is a dimeric unit containing CHbpy . . . X contacts
and intermolecular face-to-face π-stacking of bpy ligands; in some cases, CHbpy . . . X
contacts are the dominant features of the crystal-packing [13]. With this latter observation
in mind, we turned our attention to [M(tpy)X3]q± (q ≥ 0) complexes in which X = F, Cl,
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Br, or I. As with bpy, the H3 and H3’ atoms of a coordinated tpy ligand are acidic [14],
and we were interested in exploring whether the solid-state structures of compounds
containing {M(tpy)X3} domains showed intermolecular CH . . . X interactions with these
atoms. Herein, we describe the patterns in crystal packing that are found in complexes of
the type [M(tpy)X3]q± (q ≥ 0). Structural data for this article have been retrieved from the
CSD [10] (see the Methods Section).
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Scheme 3. Structures of the free ligands bpy and tpy with atom numbering and a schematic repre-
sentation of the structure of mer-[M(tpy)X3] showing the axial (ax) and equatorial (eq) halogenido
ligands, X; the three nitrogen donor atoms together with Xeq define a mean plane. In complexes
containing unsubstituted terdentate tpy ligands, H3 and H3” are equivalent, as are H3’ and H5’.

2. Methods

Conquest (version 2022.3.0 including November 2022 updates) [15] was used to search
the CSD [10] for compounds containing {M(tpy)X3} motifs (M = any metal = ‘4M’ in
Conquest; X = any halogen). The H atoms of the tpy ligand were explicitly defined, thereby
excluding functionalized tpy ligands. The inter-ring C–C bonds in the tpy ligand and
the M–N and M–X bonds were specified as being of “any type” in Conquest [15]. The
connectivity of the M and X atoms were not constrained. In the text, the abbreviation CN is
used for coordination number. Analysis of the structures was carried out using the program
Mercury (version 2022.3.0) [16]. In structures in which the H atom coordinates were not
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available, H positions were added in Mercury [16]. All H positions were normalized in
Mercury, with C–H = 1.089 Å. The settings in Mercury for a ‘short contact’ (sum of the van
der Waals radii + 0.1 Å) were applied to identify H . . . X interactions. Disordered structures
were included in the analysis.

3. Defining the Sets of Structures for Analysis

The search of the CSD defined in Section 2 resulted in 51 hits. The compounds with CSD
refcodes EXODAX and EXODEB are polymeric [17], and those with refcodes SUSKUO [18]
and VAFDUD [19] contain multinuclear species. [Pb3(tpy)3Br2(µ-Br)2(µ3-Br)2]·2H2O (refcode
RAQQIJ) contains a trinuclear core [20], while the compounds with refcodes HOBXIG and
ELORAZ contain [Bi(tpy)2I2]+ and [Bi2(tpy)I4(µ-I)3]–, and [Bi(tpy)2I2]+ and [Bi(tpy)I4]−

ions, respectively [21,22]. These seven structures were excluded from detailed analyses.
The remaining 44 solid-state structures fell into categories of mononuclear (33) and

dinuclear (11) species, including several redeterminations at either the same or different
temperatures. We consider these groups of structures separately in the following discussion.
In the absence of additional ligands, the {M(tpy)X3} moiety (in both mononuclear and
dinuclear complexes) is typically octahedral (or, more correctly, pseudo-octahedral) and
constrained to a meridional arrangement of the three nitrogen donors of the tpy. The three
halogenido ligands are concomitantly in an orthogonal meridional arrangement (Scheme 3).
Accordingly, there are two chemically and structurally distinct types of halogen atoms—
two axial ligands (ax) and one equatorial ligand (eq), with the axis orthogonal to the mean
plane of the tpy ligand (Scheme 3). We note that there is no trend in the relative lengths of
the M–Xax and M–Xeq bonds, with equal numbers of structures exhibiting longer axial or
longer equatorial distances, notwithstanding the shorter M–N distances to the central as
opposed to the terminal pyridine rings of the tpy donor.

4. Mononuclear [M(tpy)X3], CN = 6

Of the 33 mononuclear structures in the CSD (see Section 3) containing an {M(tpy)X3}
motif, 30 exhibit a CN of 6 and, with one exception, are octahedral. The CSD entry with ref-
code SORSAT, [Sb(tpy)F3], possesses a pseudo-pentagonal bipyramidal structure in which
one axial site is occupied by a stereochemically active lone pair of the Sb atom [23]. Of the
remaining 29 octahedral [M(tpy)X3] or [M(tpy)X3]+ complexes, 17 are isostructural. These
CSD entries are given in Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials, and we note that this fam-
ily consists only of chlorido and bromido complexes. No coordinates are available for the
entries with refcodes QQQCBD [Al(tpy)Cl3] [24], TPYGAC [Ga(tpy)Cl3] [25], TERPIN [26],
and TERPTL [26]. However, the space groups and cell dimensions (Table S1) confirm the
structural relationship of these compounds to the others in Table S1. For refcodes TPYGAC
and TERPIN, coordinates are available for redetermined structures (TPYGAC01, TERPIN01,
and TERPIN02). Compounds in this isostructural group for which atomic coordinates are
available are given in Table 1. We have omitted the redetermination of the structure of
[Fe(tpy)Cl3] at 296 K (refcode HUJKIG01) from detailed discussion because of large esds in
the metrics [27].
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Table 1. Structural data for isostructural octahedral [M(tpy)X3] compounds, X = Cl or Br.

Refcode
Space Group M X

Centroid . . .
Centroid Distance

for tpy-tpy
π-Stacking within

Chain/Å a

(Inter-Ring Plane
Angle/◦) a

Centroid . . .
Centroid Distance

for Inter-Chain
Close tpy . . . tpy

contacts/Å b

(Interplane
Angle/◦) b

C–H3/3’ . . . Xeq;
C3/3’ . . . Xeq/Å

∠C–H3/3’ . . .
Xeq/◦ Ref.

TPYGAC01
P21/n Ga Cl 3.84

(5.7)
4.55
(5.7)

2.533, 2.677;
3.621(2), 3.756(2) 178.4, 170.7 [28]

TERPIN01
P21/n In Cl 3.79

(5.8)
4.85
(5.8)

2.550, 2.575;
3.634 (3), 3.664(2) 177.3, 173.5 [29]

TERPIN02
P21/n In Cl 3.83

(5.8)
4.92
(5.8)

2.592, 2.607;
3.676(4), 3.696(3) 177.8, 173.6 [30]

KEZZOH
P21/n Sc Cl 3.82

(6.3)
4.88
(6.3)

2.547, 2.573;
3.635(6), 3.658(7) 176.5, 173.5 [31]

PAXVAM
P21/n Mn Cl 3.79

(5.5)
4.79
(5.5)

2.583, 2.602;
3.671(3), 3.689(3) 177.3, 176.7 [32]

HUJKIG
P21/n Fe Cl 3.79

(5.6)
4.61
(5.6)

2.525, 2.608;
3.613(2), 3.689(2) 178.0, 171.5 [33]

HUJKIG02
P21/n Fe Cl 3.80

(5.7)
4.62
(5.7)

2.535, 2.618;
3.623(2), 3.699(2) 178.3, 171.6 [34]

CUBQEV
P21/n Ru Cl 3.94

(6.8)
4.59
(6.8)

2.58, 2.90;
3.67(1), 3.96(1) 173.0, 166.1 [35]

BONRAY
P21/n Ir Cl 3.90

(6.5)
4.49
(6.5)

2.434, 2.692;
3.522(4), 3.771(4) 177.0, 170.5 [36]

WOLDOQ
P21/n Os Cl 3.88

(6.7)
4.60
(6.7)

2.468, 2.699;
3.538(4), 3.780(4) 171.7, 167.2 [37]

LOBXAD
P21/n Ga Br 3.93

(5.7)
4.60
(5.7)

2.653, 2.806;
3.740(3), 3.892(3) 176.4, 174.6 [28]

RARVIT
P21/n Cr Br 3.99

(6.7)
4.65
(6.7)

2.594, 2.828;
3.680(3), 3.913(3) 174.6, 174.2 [38]

BONREC
P21/n Ir Br 4.01

(7.5)
4.59
(7.5)

2.537, 2.867;
3.62(2), 3.95(2) 175.8, 173.8 [36]

a As defined in Figures 1 and 2. b Close tpy . . . tpy contacts between red and blue chains as defined in Figure 2c.

Figure 1 illustrates the packing of molecules in the solid-state structure of [Fe(tpy)Cl3]
(refcode HUJKIG [33]), which is representative of the compounds listed in Table 1. The
original reports of these structures gave little description of the crystal packing. Reid and
coworkers described the packing in [Sc(tpy)Cl3] (refcode KEZZOH) in terms of “π-stacking
interactions (3.82 Å) between the aromatic ring of the terpy ligand of the adjacent molecule,
connecting them into 1D zig-zag chains” [31]. This interaction can be identified in the
chains that follow the crystallographic b-axis with the cited value of 3.82 Å referring to the
centroid . . . centroid distance (Figures 1a and 2a). The diagram in Figure 2b illustrates how
these π-stacking interactions relate to the packing as viewed down the b-axis (compare
Figure 2b with 1b). The centroid . . . centroid distance of 3.82 Å is typical for π-interactions
between pairs of coordinated pyridine ligands [8]. Centroid . . . centroid distances and
inter-ring plane angles corresponding to those shown for [Sc(tpy)Cl3] in Figure 2 were
measured using Mercury [16] for all the compounds in Table 1. The centroid . . . centroid
distances range from 3.79 to 4.01 Å (Table 1, column 4), with the longest distances observed
in the bromido derivatives. Figure 2c illustrates the packing of adjacent chains along the
crystallographic a-axis. Although the chains lie parallel to one another, the slippage of
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the tpy units between red and blue chains in Figure 2c results in there being significantly
weaker face-to-face π-interactions between these chains. This is quantified in the metrics
presented in Table 1 (column 5) for the inter-chain close contacts between tpy domains.
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Figure 2. (a) Arrangement of [Sc(tpy)Cl3] molecules into chains through π-stacking as described by
Reid and coworkers, and (b) a view down the b-axis showing the same π-stacking in part (a) for
comparison with Figure 1b (refcode KEZZOH) [31]. (c) Arrangement of adjacent chains (blue and
red) containing the π-stacking defined in diagrams (a,b). Note that in the discussion, the term “chain”
refers to the π-stacked chains defined in this figure.

We now turn our attention to the role that C–H . . . X interactions play in the com-
pounds presented in Table 1. The presence of “extensive intermolecular hydrogen bonding”
in the crystal packing of [Ru(tpy)Cl3] (refcode CUBQEV [35]) and [In(tpy)Cl3] (refcode
TERPIN01 [29]) was noted by the original authors. However, the metrics of these CH . . . X
contacts have not, to our knowledge, been discussed, and there have been no comparisons
made across the series of isostructural complexes in Table 1. If we return to the crystal
packing in [Fe(tpy)Cl3] (Figure 1) and focus on C–H . . . Cl close contacts, we observe
that the equatorial Cl atom (Cleq, defined in Scheme 3) forms a bifurcated contact with
atoms H3 and H3’ of an adjacent molecule (Figure 3a and Table 1) allowing the crystal
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packing to be described in terms of chains supported by non-classical C–H3/H3’ . . . Cleq
hydrogen bonds. Corresponding C–H3/H3’ . . . Xeq contacts for all compounds in this
octahedral [M(tpy)X3] family are given in Table 1 and exhibit similar metrics. A comparison
of Figure 3a with Figure 1a shows that the hydrogen-bonded chains are orthogonal to the
chains defined by the tpy . . . tpy π-stacking interactions.
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. . . H3/H3’ contacts (shown in red). (b,c) Clax . . . H3/H4/H5 interactions: those within a chain (as
defined in Figure 2c) are shown in pale green, those between chains (as defined in Figure 2c) are in
red, and those to the next set of chains are shown in blue.

Further analysis of the structure of [Fe(tpy)Cl3] (Figure 3) shows that the axial Cl
atoms (Clax) are involved in intermolecular C–H3/H4/H5 . . . Clax interactions within and
between π-stacked chains (the latter defined as in Figure 2c). These contacts are depicted
by the pale-green and red hashed lines in Figure 3b,c, respectively. There are additional
C–H3/H4 . . . Clax contacts (shown in blue in Figure 3b,c) to the adjacent set of chains,
and this interaction is also supported by a face-to-face π-stacking contact between the
central pyridine rings of two tpy ligands (centroid . . . centroid = 3.98 Å). The metrics for
the C–H3/H4/H5 . . . Clax interactions are given in Table S2 (see Supplementary Materials)
for all the [M(tpy)X3] compounds.

We move now from the 17 isostructural [M(tpy)X3] compounds to the 12 octahe-
dral coordination entities, which crystallize either with lattice solvent or are charged.
The addition of water molecules to the crystal structure provides additional hydrogen-
bond sites, and the combination of fluorido ligands and lattice water leads to strong F
. . . H–OH hydrogen bonds as a dominant packing motif in [Al(tpy)F3]·3H2O (refcode
NUHBOJ [39]), [Ga(tpy)F3]·3H2O (refcode NUHCOK [39]), [Fe(tpy)F3]·3H2O (refcode JOC-
TIH [40]), [Cr(tpy)F3]·2.5H2O (refcode VAFDIR [19]), and [Mn(tpy)F3]·MeOH·0.33H2O
(refcode ALIYOJ [41]). These complement the face-to-face π-stacking of tpy domains.

The compounds [Cr(tpy)Cl3]·DMSO (refcode LEWKEE [42]) and [Rh(tpy)Cl3]·DMSO
(refcode IGAWIW [43]) are isostructural and exhibit a centrosymmetric dinuclear motif
supported by C–H3/H3’ . . . Clax hydrogen bonds (Figure 4a) and a face-to-face tpy . . .
tpy π-interaction (Figure 4b). Metrics for the interaction are given in Table 2. The motif
in Figure 4 is reminiscent of those present in [M(bpy)2X2] compounds [13] and allows
us to draw a parallel between the role of the bpy H3/H3’ and tpy H3/H3’ atoms in
crystal packing.
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Table 2. Metric parameters for the face-to-face π-stacking and C–H3/H3’ . . . Xax contacts in the
centrosymmetric dimeric motifs in [M(tpy)Cl3]·DMSO (M = Cr, Rh).

Refcode
Space Group M Centroid . . .

Centroid/Å
C–H . . . X; C . . .

X/Å ∠C–H . . . X/◦ C–H . . . X; C . . .
X/Å ∠C–H . . . X/◦ Ref.

LEWKEE
P1 Cr 3.81 2.622; 3.644(3) 156.0 2.629; 3.635(2) 153.3 [42]

IGAWIW
P1 Rh 3.81 2.595; 3.638(6) 160.3 2.615; 3.663(7) 161.2 [43]

The platinum(IV) compounds [Pt(tpy)X3][PF6] (X = Cl, Br), [Pt(tpy)Br3]Br and
[Pt(tpy)Br3][Br3] (refcodes YOZNUZ, YOZNEJ, YOZNOT, and YOZNIN [44]) form the last
group of compounds containing a mononuclear, octahedral {M(tpy)X3} unit. Taylor et al.
report that there are “no unusually short intermolecular contacts”, with the exception of a
short Brax···Br− contact in [Pt(tpy)Br3]Br [44]. We note that in [Pt(tpy)Br3]Br, the H3/H3’,
H5’, and H4” atoms form hydrogen bonds to bromide ions (Figure 5a), with C–H . . . Br
and C . . . Br distances in the range 2.613–2.909 Å, and 3.619(5)–3.719(5) Å, respectively, and
∠C–H . . . Br in the range 125.2–165.3◦. There are additional weak C–H . . . Brax and C–H
. . . Breq interactions. The view of the packing motif in Figure 5b illustrates that tpy ligands
in adjacent molecules are not involved in efficient π-stacking (the centroid . . . centroid
distance between the two central pyridine rings = 4.39 Å). The dominance of packing
interactions involving hydrogen bonds to Br− is consistent with the bromide ion being a
stronger hydrogen-bond acceptor than a metal-bound Br atom.
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Figure 5. (a) C–H3/H3’/H5’/H4” . . . Br− and C–H5’ . . . Brax hydrogen bonds in [Pt(tpy)Br3]Br
(refcode YOZNOT [44]); (b) the same motif as in (a) viewed from above to illustrate the absence of
efficient π-stacking.
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5. Mononuclear [M(tpy)X3(Y)], (Y = X, OH2, MeOH), CN = 7

The search of the CSD for the {M(tpy)X3} moiety revealed three entries with mononu-
clear, 7-coordinate structures (refcodes AVOJIH, KEZZUN, and KIBBUV). Each intro-
duces a new hydrogen-bond acceptor in the form of coordinated H2O or MeOH in
[M(tpy)Cl3(OH2)] (M = Y, Lu) [31] and [Bi(tpy)Br3(MeOH)] [45]. Pentagonal bipyramidal
[Y(tpy)Cl3(OH2)] and [Lu(tpy)Cl3(OH2)] are isostructural, and Reid and coworkers [31]
comment on the Cl . . . HOH hydrogen bonding between adjacent molecules. We note
the additional presence of bifurcated Cl . . . H3/H3’ interactions leading to the assembly
of chains, as shown in Figure 6. Metrics for the interactions are given in Table 3. The
crystal packing in [Bi(tpy)Br3(MeOH)] was described by Knope and coworkers in terms
of intermolecular tpy . . . tpy π-stacking and O–H . . . Br interactions [45]. However, we
again note the presence of bifurcated Br . . . H3/H3’ contacts for both crystallographically
independent molecules. The C–H . . . Br distances are in the range 2.713–3.042 Å, with C
. . . Br distances of 3.627(4)–3.966(4) Å and C–H . . . Br angles in the range 151.7–177.3◦.
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Figure 6. Part of one hydrogen-bonded chain involving C–H3/H3’ . . . Cl interactions in
[Y(tpy)Cl3(OH2)] (refcode KEZZUN [31]).

Table 3. Metric parameters for the C–H3/H3’ . . . Cleq contacts in [M(tpy)Cl3(OH2)] (M = Y, Lu).

Refcode
Space Group M C–H . . . Cl; C . . . Cl/Å ∠C–H . . . Cl/◦ C–H . . . Cl; C . . . Cl/Å ∠C–H . . . Cl/◦ Ref.

KEZZUN
P1 Y 2.634; 3.700(5) 166.2 2.831; 3.862(6) 157.9 [31]

KIBBUV
P1 Lu 2.638; 3.706(3) 166.7 2.773; 3.825(4) 162.3 [31]

6. Dinuclear [M2(tpy)2Xn(µ-X)2] (n = 2, 4), [M2(tpy)2X2(OH2)2(µ-X)2], [M2(tpy)2X4(OH2)2(µ-X)2]
and [M2(tpy)2X2(DMF)2(µ-Cl)2] (DMF = dimethylformamide)

As detailed in Section 3, the search of the CSD gave 11 hits for dinuclear species
containing the {M(tpy)X3} motif. In only two of these does the metal atom have CN = 6.
In [Pb2(tpy)2I2(µ-I)2] (refcode RAQQOP), packing is dominated by tpy . . . tpy π-stacking,
as reported by Engelhardt et al. [20]. Reid and coworkers point to the “extensive hydro-
gen bonding linking the lattice water molecules, the cations and the [PF6]− anions” in
[Ga2(tpy)2F2(µ-F)2][PF6]2·4H2O (refcode NUHBIP) [39]. However, it is pertinent to our
investigation to note the role of the tpy H3 and H3’ atoms in C–H . . . O and C–H . . . F
hydrogen bonds in [Ga2(tpy)2F2(µ-F)2][PF6]2·4H2O (Figure 7a). Metrics for the interactions
are given in the caption of Figure 7a. The remaining dinuclear complexes all contain
chlorido ligands and feature large s-, p- or f -block metal centers with CN = 7 or 8. Four
compounds of stoichiometry [M2(tpy)2Cl4(OH2)2(µ-Cl)2] with M = La, Nd, Sm, Eu (CN = 8)
are isostructural (refcodes KIBBOP, EXIDIF, YECRUT and EXODOL [17,31,46]) and the
packing between the centrosymmetric dimers has been described by Loiseau and coworkers
in terms of π-stacking of tpy domains [17]. The structure of [Eu2(tpy)2Cl4(OH2)2(µ-Cl)2]
shown in Figure 7b is representative of this group of compounds. The H3/H3’ and H5’/H3”
pairs of atoms of each tpy ligand are involved in bifurcated Cl . . . H/H interactions, the
Cl atom being either a terminal or bridging chlorido ligand of an adjacent molecule. The
metric parameters for the interactions are given in Table 4 and typify the short contacts
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that are observed for similar interactions described above. An analogous motif is found in
[Ca2(tpy)2Cl2(DMF)2(µ-Cl)2] (Table 4, refcode TAQSEJ [47]) and [Bi2(tpy)2Cl4(µ-Cl)2]·H2O
(distorted pentagonal bipyramidal Bi, refcode AVOVEP [45]). The bismuth compound
has two crystallographically independent molecules, one of which forms four intermolec-
ular, bifurcated hydrogen bonds between tpy atoms H3/H3’ or H5’/H3” and the axial
Cl atoms of adjacent molecules (Table 4). Interestingly, although there is intermolecular
tpy . . . tpy π-stacking in [Bi2(tpy)2Cl4(µ-Cl)2]·H2O [45], there are no comparable inter-
actions in anhydrous [Bi2(tpy)2Cl4(µ-Cl)2] (refcode QURDUF), as noted by the original
authors [48]. Crystal packing in the latter is dominated by C–H . . . Cl hydrogen bonds,
including a bifurcated contact involving tpy H atoms H3/H3’ (Table 4). Crystal packing in
[Pb2(tpy)2Cl2(OH2)2(µ-Cl)2] (CN = 7, refcode RAQQEF [20]) involves face-to-face tpy . . .
tpy π-stacking (Figure 8a, centroid . . . centroid = 3.76 Å) combined with C–H . . . Cl and
C–H . . . O contacts. Although the tpy H3, H4, H5, H3’, H5’, and H5” atoms are all close to
Cl atoms of adjacent molecules in the crystal structure, the shortest contacts are those in-
volving H3 and H3’ (Table 4). A comparison of Figure 8a with Figure 4b reveals a common
packing motif in [Pb2(tpy)2Cl2(OH2)2(µ-Cl)2], [Cr(tpy)Cl3]·DMSO and [Rh(tpy)Cl3]·DMSO,
i.e., a centrosymmetric unit supported by C–H3/H3’ . . . Clterminal hydrogen bonds and a
face-to-face tpy . . . tpy π-interaction. This is reminiscent of the pervasive packing motif
observed in cis-[M(bpy)2X2] compounds [13]. In the case of [Pb2(tpy)2Cl2(OH2)2(µ-Cl)2],
the presence of the second tpy ligand leads to the formation of hydrogen-bonded 1D-chains
(Figure 8b).
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Figure 7. (a) C–H . . . F and C–H . . . O hydrogen bonds in [Ga2(tpy)2F2(µ-F)2][PF6]2·4H2O (refcode
NUHBIP [39]). Metrics: C–H . . . O = 2.419, 2.485 Å; C . . . O = 3.508(5), 3.558(3) Å, ∠C–H . . . O = 178.9,
168.1◦. C–H3/H3’ . . . F = 2.302, 2.721, 2.397 Å; C . . . F = 3.386(4), 3.789(6), 3.045(5) Å, ∠C–H3/H3’
. . . F = 173.2, 166.9, 116.6◦; C–H4’ . . . F = 2.474 Å; C . . . F = 3.092(4) Å, ∠C–H4’ . . . F = 114.7◦. (b) C–
H3/H3’ . . . Cl and C–H5’/H3” . . . Cl contacts in the centrosymmetric dimer [Eu2Cl4(OH2)2(µ-Cl)2]
(refcode EXODOL [17]); see text and Table 4.
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nated by π-stacking between tpy ligands, and hydrogen bonds between terminal Cl and tpy H3/H3’
atoms. (b) The C–H3/H3’ . . . Cl contacts lead to a hydrogen-bonded chain.
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Table 4. Metric parameters for the bifurcated C–H3/H3’ . . . Cl and C–H5’/H3” . . . Cl contacts in
[M2Cl4(OH2)2(µ-Cl)2] (M = La, Nd, Sm, Eu) and [Bi2(tpy)2Cl4(µ-Cl)2]·H2O.

Refcode
Space Group M C–H3/H3’ . . . Cl; C . . .

Cl/Å
∠C–H3/H3’ . . .

Cl/◦
C–H5’/H3” . . . Cl; C

. . . Cl/Å
∠C–H5’/H3”

. . . Cl/◦ Ref.

KIBBOP
P1 La 2.734, 2.798;

3.530(3), 3.743(4) 141.8, 173.0 2.792, 2.652;
3.713(3), 3.592(3) 163.4, 170.1 [31]

EXODIF
P1 Nd 2.93, 2.85;

3.554(2), 3.791(3) 125, 171 2.75, 2.70;
3.741(2), 3.621(2) 161, 168 [17]

YECRUT
P1 Sm 2.70, 2.96;

3.551(4), 3.802(4) 146, 170 2.83, 2.84;
3.737(4), 3.622(4) 159, 165 [46]

EXODOL
P1 Eu 2.661, 2.724;

3.568(3), 3.797(4) 140.3, 168.6 2.678, 2.550;
3.726(3), 3.627(2) 161.3, 170.0 [17]

TAQSEJ
C2/c Ca 2.524, 2.682;

3.61(1), 3.76(1) 171.8, 169.9 2.675, 2.776;
3.75(3), 3.83(2) 170.4, 163.0 [47]

AVOVEP
P1 Bi 2.539, 2.781;

3.564(7), 3.862(7) 156.4, 171.7 2.657, 2.652;
3.723(7), 3.722(8) 166.2, 167.3 [45]

QURDUF
P21/n Bi 2.556, 2.643;

3.626(4), 3.706(4) 167.5, 164.9 [48]

RAQQEF
P1 Pb 2.658, 2.695;

3.668(7), 3.773(8) 153.9, 170.7 [20]

In the remaining dinuclear complex(refcode AVOVIT [45]), an additional chelating lig-
and is present, and we have chosen to exclude this compound from the detailed discussion.

7. Conclusions

We have carried out a search of the CSD [10] for compounds containing {M(tpy)X3}
motifs (M = any metal; X = any halogen). After discarding seven compounds(see Sec-
tion 3), 44 solid-state structures remained, 33 mononuclear compounds (CN = 6 or 7) and
11 dinuclear species (CN = 6, 7, or 8).

Seventeen mononuclear [M(tpy)X3] compounds (M = group 13 metal or a first, second,
or third-row d-block metal, and X = Cl or Br) crystallize without lattice solvent. These
octahedral [M(tpy)X3] compounds are isostructural, despite the increase in the size of (i) the
metal atom on descending a periodic group or (ii) on going from Cl to Br with the associated
lengthening of the M–X bonds. Earlier descriptions of the crystal packing in individual
[M(tpy)X3] compounds focused on either tpy . . . tpy π-stacking or C–H . . . X interactions.
The overview presented here demonstrates that face-to-face π-stacking of pyridine rings
and C–H3/H3’ . . . X hydrogen bonding are synergic. Regardless of coordination number
and compound nuclearity, a recurring packing feature of the remaining compounds is the
presence of bifurcated Cl . . . H3/H3’ interactions, complemented in some cases by Cl . . .
H5’/H3” interactions. This is consistent with the acidic nature of the H3, H3’, H5’, and
H3” atoms of a coordinated tpy ligand [14]. The results complement the work of Brammer,
Orpen, and coworkers, who have analyzed hydrogen bond formation by metal-bound
chlorido ligands [49].

We note that the five octahedral [M(tpy)F3] complexes in the CSD crystallize as hy-
drates with strong F . . . H–OH hydrogen bonding dominating the crystal packing.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst13060885/s1, Table S1. Crystallographic cell dimensions for
the compounds in Table 1; Table S2. C–H3/H4/H5 . . . Clax interactions in [M(tpy)X3], X = Cl or Br
(see Figure 3b).

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst13060885/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst13060885/s1
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